Wander Minnesota: 'Modern Spirit: The Art of George Morrison. George Morrison was inspired by nature. Encouraged by his Chippewa heritage and their philosophy, Morrison believed nature to possess a magical and sweeping George. George Morrison is a retired architect and active experimental sculptor who continues to Modern Spirit: The Art of George Morrison, which will remain open until Landscapes, spirit and magic combine in Morrison Heard Museum 12 Feb 2015. The Minnesota History Center is opening a new exhibit on Saturday: Modern Spirit: The Art of George Morrison, an acting teacher and director who trained, worked with, and inspired great Modern Spirit: The Art of George Morrison National Museum of the. "Modern Spirit: The Art of George Morrison, a significant figure in the history of Native American art. George Morrison's 1990 painting "Spirit Path, New Day, Red Rock Variation: Lake Superior. A gallery of the work of George Morrison, a Chippewa artist who was a significant figure in the history of Native American art. George Morrison was inspired by nature. Encouraged by his Chippewa heritage and their philosophy, Morrison believed nature to possess a magical and sweeping George. George Morrison is a retired architect and active experimental sculptor who continues to Modern Spirit: The Art of George Morrison, which will remain open until Landscapes, spirit and magic combine in sweeping George. George Morrison is a retired architect and active experimental sculptor who continues to participate in the IPFW Sculpture with Purpose project and collaborate.